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Electrocatalytic Azide Oxidation Mediated by a Rh(PNP) Pincer
Complex
Christophe Rebreyend,[a] Yann Gloaguen,[a] Martin Lutz,[b] Jarl Ivar van der Vlugt,[a]
Inke Siewert,[c] Sven Schneider,*[c] and Bas de Bruin*[a]
Abstract: One-electron oxidation of the rhodium(I) azido
complex [Rh(N3)(PNP)] (5), bearing the neutral, pyridinebased PNP ligand 2,6-bis(di-tert-butylphosphinomethyl)pyridine, leads to instantaneous and selective formation
of the mononuclear rhodium(I) dinitrogen complex
[Rh(N2)(PNP)] + (9 + ). Interestingly, complex 5 also acts as a
catalyst for electrochemical N3@ oxidation (Ep & @0.23 V vs.
Fc + /0) in the presence of excess azide. This is of potential
relevance for the design of azide-based and direct ammonia fuel cells, expelling only harmless dinitrogen as an exhaust gas.

The Haber–Bosch process involves dinitrogen cleavage on an
iron surface, producing two nitrides that subsequently react
with dihydrogen to form ammonia.[1] In light of dinitrogen activation, the microscopic reverse reaction, that is, nitride coupling, (2 Mn / N!Mn@3@N / N@Mn@3) is of contemporary interest as well. Such N@N coupling reactions are also relevant for
development of non-carbon-based fuel cell technologies using
nitrogen-based energy-carriers (e.g. ammonia, hydrazine or
azide salts). The processes are kinetically accessible and have
been described for a number of metals, including examples of
group 8 and group 9 transition metal complexes.[2, 3]
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Examples involving N@N coupling of nitrido (N3@)/nitridyl
(N ) complexes with dn electron counts of n + 4 are in all
cases strongly exothermic, with the M(N) species involved
being usually transient and highly reactive intermediates. Recently, such transient terminal nitrido complexes of rhodium
and iridium (2) have been spectroscopically characterized.[3b,c]
Kinetic studies and DFT calculations revealed that 2 undergoes
clean dinuclear nitride-based N@N coupling to form metal(I)–
dinitrogen complexes (Scheme 1). This result contrasts with
the reactivity of other transient Rh and Co nitrido species,
which were reported to yield C@H insertion products,[4] or undergo P@N or C@N bond formation with ligand fragments.[5]
Herein, we report the selective conversion of the square planar
rhodium(I) azido complex [RhI(N3)(PNP)] to the square planar
rhodium(I) dinitrogen complex [RhI(N2)(PNP)] upon one-electron oxidation (PNP = 2,6-bis(di-tert-butylphosphinomethyl)pyridine), and the application of this reaction in electrocatalytic
azide oxidation. The latter is of possible relevance for the
design and understanding of azide-based and direct ammonia
fuel cells, expelling only harmless dinitrogen as exhaust gas.
The mechanism of the azide oxidation reaction was explored
using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), IR spectro-electrochemistry, cyclic voltammetry (CV) simulations and DFT
studies.
To explore ligand effects on the reactivity of rhodium azido
complexes, we chose to use the neutral PNP pincer ligand
(Scheme 2) instead of the mono-anionic PNP pincer ligands
previously investigated in the chemistry of [MI(N3)(PNP)] complexes (M = Rh, Ir; Scheme 1). The corresponding rhodium(I)–
chlorido complex [Rh(Cl)(PNPtBu)] was prepared according to a
literature procedure.[6] Salt metathesis of this precursor with an
excess of NaN3 afforded the azido complex [Rh(N3)(PNPtBu)] (5)
as an analytically pure red powder, in a yield of 68 %
(Scheme 2). Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction studies
were obtained by slow evaporation of a benzene solution of 5
at RT. The molecular structure of 5 reveals a square planar coordination geometry around the d8-rhodium(I) center (Figure 1,
left).
Photolysis of rhodium(I)–azido complex 5 (based on the
neutral PNPtBu pincer ligand) did not lead to selective reactivity. Instead, a mixture of unidentified products was obtained,
even when a large excess of PPh3 or PCy3 was added to trap a
potential nitrido intermediate. In an attempt to synthesize a
cationic analogue of complex 2 ([M(N)(PNP)]), we targeted the
synthesis of rhodium(II) azido complex 6 + , which we envisioned would lead to formation of the desired cationic nitridyl
2@·
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Scheme 1. Formation of square-planar nitrido complexes based on anionic PNP pincer ligands and their N-centered reactivity, leading to N@N coupling.

Scheme 2. Proposed reaction pathway after oxidation of 5, including the formation of transient azido–nitrido intermediate 8. Rate constants estimated from
DFT and CV simulations.

Scheme 3. Further reactivity of nitrido species 8 + , forming a second equivalent of 9 + .

Figure 1. ORTEP plots of the molecular structures of 5 (left) and 9 + (right)
(ellipsoids set at 50 % probability, hydrogen atoms and PF6 anion in 9 + are
omitted for clarity). Selected bond lengths [a] and angles [8]: 5: Rh1@N1
2.0352(14), Rh1@N2 2.0752(15), Rh1@P1 2.2668(4), Rh1@P2 2.2712(4), P1@C6
1.8449(19), C1@C6 1.505(3), N1@C1 1.364(2), N1@C5 1.368(2), C1@C2 1.387(3),
C2@C3 1.379(3); C3@C4 1.380(3), C4@C5 1.384(3), N2@N3 1.195(2), N3@N4
1.166(2), N1-Rh1-N2 178.06(6), P1-Rh1-P2 168.036(18). 9 + : Rh1@N2 1.916(2),
Rh1@N1 2.059(2), Rh1@P1 2.3018(7), Rh1@P2 2.3010(7), N2@N3 1.089(3), N1@
C1 1.367(3), N1@C5 1.365(3), C1@C2 1.375(4), C2@C3 1.382(4), C3@C4
1.383(4), C4@C5 1.375(4), N1-Rh1-N2 176.15(10), P1-Rh1-P2 167.27(2), Rh1N2-N3 176.3(3).

complex [Rh(NC)(PNPtBu)] + by N2 loss (either triggered by photolysis or upon heating). However, one-electron oxidation of 5
to 6 + leads to instantaneous formation of the cationic rhodium(I) dinitrogen [Rh(N2)(PNPtBu)] + complex 9 + in the dark.
Clearly the targeted cationic rhodium(II)–azido complex 6 + is
highly unstable, and spontaneously converts to 9 + in a clean
Chem. Eur. J. 2017, 23, 17438 – 17443
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thermal reaction already at room temperature. This is in
marked contrast with the thermally more stable neutral species
1 (RhII and IrII) bearing an anionic PNP scaffold. Oxidation of
rhodium(I) complex 5 with an equimolar amount of [Fc]PF6 at
room temperature under exclusion of light immediately afforded the diamagnetic mononuclear rhodium(I)–N2 adduct
[Rh(N2)(PNPtBu)]PF6 (9 + ) in near-quantitative yield.[7] Complex
9 + was isolated as an analytically pure beige powder (86 %)
and its structure was confirmed by spectroscopic and crystallographic studies (Figure 1, right). Complex 9 + is a cationic analogue of compound 4. Similar to the amido pincer complex 4,
the IR spectrum of 9 + exhibits a band of medium intensity corresponding to the N@N stretching vibration (2154 cm@1), and
NMR characterization (31P: 70.5 ppm) is also in agreement with
C2v symmetry on the NMR time scale in solution.
In marked contrast with the reactions shown in Scheme 1,
no trace of a dimeric rhodium complex with a bridging N2
ligand was detected upon oxidation of complex 5 with ferrocenium salts. Oxidation of 5 under an argon atmosphere with
rigorous exclusion of (light and) dinitrogen, also revealed only
the presence of the monomeric N2-complex 9 + , according to
NMR spectroscopy. EPR experiments in which pre-frozen reagent solutions were thawed, mixed and subsequently immediately re-frozen in liquid nitrogen showed mostly weak EPR
signals of a small amount of the dicationic rhodium(II)–N2 complex [Rh(N2)(PNPtBu)]2 + (92 + ).[8] Another rhodium(II) species
that could be detected in smaller amounts under these conditions is the highly unstable monocationic rhodium(II)–azido
[Rh(N3)(PNPtBu)] + complex 6 + (see Figures S7–S9, Supporting
Information). Variable amounts of this species were detected in
several repetition experiments, but always in much lower concentrations than 92 + .
The mechanism for the transformation of 6 + into 9 + has
proven to be rather complicated according to IR spectro-electrochemistry, CV simulations and DFT studies. Initially we assumed that the conversion would proceed via a similar mechanism as shown in Scheme 1. However, direct N2 expulsion from
6 + is unlikely according to DFT calculations (see the Support-
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Figure 3. ORTEP plot of the molecular structure of 10 + (ellipsoids set at
50 % probability, hydrogen atoms and PF6 anion of 10 + are omitted for clarity). Rh1@N2 2.012(5), Rh1@N1 2.049(5), Rh1@P2 2.2734(18), Rh1@P1
2.2790(17), Rh2@N5 2.058(5), Rh2@N6 2.068(7), Rh2@N9 2.070(6), Rh2@N4
2.088(5), Rh2@P4 2.3990(18), Rh2@P3 2.4489(19), N2-Rh1-N1 179.7(3), P2-Rh1P1 168.14(6), N5-Rh2-N6 174.0(2), N9-Rh2-N4 175.7(2), N3-N2-Rh1 165.6(5),
N3-N4-Rh2 129.6(4).

Figure 2. DFT-D3 (BP86, def2-TZVP, COSMO) computed transition states for
N2 elimination and follow-up chemistry.

ing Information), which show that direct N2-loss from 6 + has a
high barrier of + 26 kcal mol@1. This barrier is too high for an
‘instantaneous’ reaction at room temperature or below. Several
other mono- and dinuclear pathways were explored with DFT
(DFT-D3, BP86, def2-TZVP, COSMO), most of which revealing
very high barriers for N2 elimination (Figure 2). Most likely, the
actual mechanism involves a rapid (inner-sphere) electron
transfer disproportionation step via a dinuclear 1,3-azidobridged species, generating [(PNP)RhI(m-N3)RhIII(N3)(PNP)]2 + or
similar species.
Clear evidence that such mixed-valent dinuclear species are
formed under the applied reaction conditions was provided by
crystallization of the related mixed-valent dinuclear complex
[(PNP)RhI(m-N3)RhIII(N3)2(PNP)] + (10 + ), having captured an additional stabilizing azido ligand. Complex [10]PF6 (co)crystallized
in very low yield ( & 1 %) in the form of a tiny yellow crystal
from a 2:1 reaction mixture of 5 and [Fc]PF6 (Figure 3).

Figure 4. Complete reaction path after oxidation of 5, as examined with DFT
(DFT-D3, def2-TZVP/BP86, COSMO; Free energies (DG8298 K in kcal mol@1)).

Unfortunately, we have not been able to isolate complex
[10]PF6 in sufficient amounts for NMR spectroscopic characterization, and large scale synthesis proved unsuccessful, suggesting that 10 + is unstable and decomposes to form 9 + (slower
than 6 + and any of the other intermediates shown in
Scheme 2).

Figure 5. Spectro-electrochemical IR experiments (difference IR spectra) showing the disappearance of species 5 (2031 cm@1) and formation of product 9 +
(2157 cm@1), along with a new species at 2130 cm@1, after oxidation (11 + ). A shoulder peak at 2056 cm@1 indicates the short-lived intermediate species 6 + . Additional peaks at 2107, 2099, and 2088 cm@1 indicate the presence of one or more additional short-lived intermediates (A), but due to overlap with other
more intense bands, assignment of these peaks is complicated.
Chem. Eur. J. 2017, 23, 17438 – 17443
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Figure 6. CV experiments carried out with a platinum electrode. a) In black,
oxidation of 5 (5.5 mm) in THF, with 0.1 m nBu4PF6 ; b) In red, oxidation of 5
(5.5 mm) in THF in presence of 19.1 mm nBu4NN3. c) In blue, oxidation of 5
(5.5 mm) in presence of 0.22 m nBu4NN3. d) In pink, oxidation of pure
nBu4NN3. Potentials in volt versus Fc + /0. Scan rate: 0.1 V s@1.

Figure 7. Simulated (black lines) and measured (red dashed lines) CVs of 5 in
THF, [nBu4PF6] = 0.1 m, [N2] = 6.4 mm,[12] [5] = 4.0 mm.

Based on the observations above, DFT calculations (see also
Figure 4 and the supporting information), IR spectro-electrochemical data and CV simulations (see Figures 5–7), we propose the mechanism depicted in Scheme 2 and Scheme 3. Oxidation of 5 generates the rhodium(II)–azido complex 6 + ,
which has substantial spin density on both Rh and the alpha
and gamma nitrogen atoms of the azide moiety (Figure S12,
Supporting Information). This facilitates the formation of a 1,3azido-bridged Rh-m-N3-Rh dinuclear species by radical–radical
coupling of two molecules of 6 + involving the gamma nitrogen atom of the end-on coordinated azido moiety of one complex and the rhodium atom of another. This leads to the
mixed-valent dinuclear complex [(PNP)RhI(m-N3)RhIII(N3)(PNP)] +
(72 + ). This is a barrierless process according to DFT (see Supporting Information for details), and can also be described as
an
inner-sphere
electron-transfer
disproportionation
(Scheme 2). Fragmentation of 72 + via N@N bond splitting of
the bridging azide moiety to form 0.5 equiv. [Rh(N)(N3)(PNP)]
(8 + ) and 0.5 equiv. [Rh(N2)(PNP)] + (9 + ) is exergonic and has a
relatively low transition state barrier of + 17.5 kcal mol@1, much
lower than direct N2 elimination from 6 + (+ 26 kcal mol@1). Subsequently, complex 8 + can produce another 0.5 equiv. of 9 +
by internal coupling of the azido and nitrido moieties, leading
to expulsion of dinitrogen with formal reduction of RhV to RhI
to produce 9 + (Scheme 3). This process has an accessible tranChem. Eur. J. 2017, 23, 17438 – 17443
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sition state barrier (+ 22.6 kcal mol@1), and is strongly exergonic
(Figure 4). Overcoming the 8-TS + transition state barrier is facilitated by taking advantage of the energy released in the
exothermic first steps of the reaction that produce 8 + and 9 +
(including oxidation of 5 to 6 + ). Precedents for azide–nitride
attack exist for osmium.[9]
To gain further insight in in the oxidation of 5 to 9 + , a spectro-electrochemical (SEC) experiment was performed (Figure 5)
in which we followed the electrochemical oxidation process
with infrared spectroscopy. The SEC-IR spectra clearly show
conversion of 5 to 9 + , together with a new species at
2130 cm@1 (see Figure 5). This signal is assigned to the dinuclear homovalent azido-bridged rhodium(I) complex
[(PNP)RhI(m-N3)RhI(PNP)] + (11 + ),[10] which is in equilibrium with
5 and 9 + . This was confirmed by a separate infrared measurement in which we mixed 5 and 9 + in equimolar quantities,
showing the same IR peak at 2130 cm@1, together with characteristic IR peaks for 5 and 9 + . Furthermore, the DFT calculated
N3 stretching frequency of [(PNP)RhI(m-N3)RhI(PNP)] + matches
the measured value. Although this species has no direct role in
the proposed mechanism, it further demonstrates that azidobridged dinuclear rhodium species are readily formed using
these type of compounds.
In agreement with the EPR studies described above, it
seems that the [(PNP)RhII(N3)] + complex 6 + can also be detected as an intermediate in small amounts during these SEC-IR
measurements, as indicated by a small shoulder at 2056 cm@1
appearing and disappearing in the difference IR spectra
(Figure 5). The [RhII(N3)(PNP)] complex 1 (Scheme 1) has a similar azide stretching frequency of 2040 cm@1. Additional weak
and transient signals at & 2107, & 2099, and & 2088 cm@1 are
visible in the SEC-IR experiment, indicating the presence of
one or more additional short-lived intermediates. These seem
to point to one or more intermediates with bridging azides
and/or two azides per Rh atom. Species 8 + might also have
azide stretching vibrations in this region. However, due to
spectral overlap with more intense IR bands, unequivocal assignment of these weak signals has so far proven impossible.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements of 5 reveal an oxidation wave with a peak potential (Ep) of @0.32 V versus Fc + /0,
followed by a reversible oxidation wave at E = @0.17 V (v =
0.1 V s@1). The latter corresponds to the 9 + /92 + redox couple,
as confirmed by independent CV measurements of [9]PF6
under otherwise identical conditions.
Notably, the peak currents of the 9 + /92 + couple, generated
in the preceding oxidation process, are practically half of the
peak current belonging to the oxidation of 5 (see Figure 6).
This is evident over a wide scan rate range, which supports a
stepwise formation of 9 + rather than a nitridyl–nitridyl coupling step as previously reported for similar systems
(Scheme 1). In fact, concentration and scan rate dependent CV
data could well be simulated applying the two-step mechanism for 9 + formation as depicted in Scheme 2 and 3 (see
Figure 7 for scan rate dependent simulations using 4 mm solutions of 5 (see Supporting Information for further details). The
first oxidation wave corresponds to a one-electron oxidation,
producing quite rapidly 0.5 equivalent of complex 9 + and in-
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termediate 8 + , and more slowly (on the CV time scale) the
second half equivalent of 9 + . The k2 and k4 values used in the
CV simulations were estimated, in qualitative agreement with
the DFT barriers, and were fixed in the CV simulations (k2
& 2000 s@1, k4 & 0.02 s@1, see Supporting Information for details). All other rate and equilibrium constants were optimized
(Scheme S1, Supporting Information). Fast bimolecular coupling to 72 + (k > 107 m@1 s@1; see Scheme 2) is indicated by the
fact that 0.5 equiv. of 9 + are produced even at low concentrations and high scan rates.[11]
In line with the IR-SEC observations (i.e. species A in
Figure 5), formation of a short-lived dinuclear intermediate
[(PNP)2Rh2(N)(N3)]2 + (formed in an equilibrium reaction involving 8 + and 9 + ) was included in the CV simulations.
Interestingly, additional cyclic voltammetry experiments revealed that complex 5 acts as a catalyst in electrochemical
azide oxidation in the presence of an excess of N3@ (Figure 6,
red curve). Azide oxidation in the presence of [Rh(N3)(PNP)] or
[Rh(N2)(PNP)]PF6 occurs at a substantially lower potential than
direct azide oxidation at the Pt electrode (+ 0.45 V vs. Fc + /0).
The onset of the catalytic wave coincides with the first oxidation wave of 5. Interestingly, the catalytic peak potential (Ep)
shifts to slightly higher value in the presence of higher azide
concentrations (Figure 6; 4-fold excess azide (red) vs. 40-fold
excess azide (blue)). This observation is rationalized with substrate inhibition by (reversible) azide coordination to one or
more of the intermediates shown in Scheme 2, thus slowing
down the electrocatalysis. For example, azide coordination to
72 + stabilizes the complex in the form of 10 + , which was characterized crystallographically. Electrocatalytic azide anion oxidation is potentially relevant for the design of (novel) azidebased fuel cells, expelling only harmless dinitrogen gas as the
exhaust gas.[13] Azide anion oxidation has also been proposed
as one of the key-steps in Pt-catalysed electro-oxidation of ammonia in direct ammonia fuel cells.[14] As such, the mechanistic
insights and results described in this paper might well be relevant for research and development of non-carbon-based fuel
cells.[3d]
In conclusion, one-electron oxidation of the rhodium(I) azido
complex [RhI(N3)(PNP)] (5), bearing a neutral, pyridine-based
PNP ligand, leads to instantaneous and selective formation
of the mononuclear rhodium(I) dinitrogen complex
[RhI(N2)(PNP)] + (9 + ). Interestingly, in the presence of excess
azide, complex 5 also acts as electrocatalyst for electrochemical azide oxidation. This is of potential relevance for the design
of azide-based fuel cells, expelling only harmless dinitrogen
gas as the oxidized product. The mechanism of N3@ oxidation
in these processes is non-trivial. Rather than the previously
observed formation of a rhodium–nitridyl intermediate
Rh(NC)(PNP) undergoing N@N coupling as observed for related
neutral complexes (bearing an anionic PNP pincer), the cationic
[RhII(N3)(PNP)] + intermediate 6 + appears to react via an entirely different mechanism. DFT studies and supporting experimental observations suggest a pathway involving formation of the
mixed-valent dinuclear [(PNP)RhI(m-N3)RhIII(N3)(PNP)]2 + species
72 + , which fragments via N@N bond splitting to form 0.5 equivalents of [RhI(N2)(PNP)] + (9 + ) and [RhV(N)(N3)(PNP)] + intermediChem. Eur. J. 2017, 23, 17438 – 17443
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ate 8 + . Subsequent intramolecular azide attack at the terminal
nitrido moiety of the formally rhodium(V) azido–nitrido intermediate 8 + then produces a second 0.5 equiv. of 9 + . The cationic charge of [RhII(N3)(PNP)] + complex 6 + might contribute
to the deviating pathway when compared to the mechanism
reported earlier for neutral [MII(N3)(PNP)] complexes (M = Rh,
Ir). Further studies to investigate the intriguing reactivity of
group 9 transition-metal nitride complexes are underway in
our laboratories.

Experimental Section
All reactions were carried out under an atmosphere of nitrogen or
argon using standard Schlenk techniques. The following compounds were prepared following literature procedures:
[(PNPtBu)Rh(Cl)].[6] Other reagents were purchased from commercial suppliers and used without further purification. THF, pentane,
toluene and Et2O were distilled under an inert atmosphere from
sodium/benzophenone ketyl and MeOH from CaH2. NMR spectra
(1H, 1H{31P}, 31P, 31P{1H},31P-1H, and 13C{1H}) were measured on a
Varian INOVA 500 MHz, a Bruker AV400 or a Varian MERCURY
300 MHz spectrometer. IR spectra were recorded with a Bruker
Alpha-p FT-IR spectrometer (ATR) or with a Thermo Nicolet nexus
FT-IR spectrometer (solution). High resolution mass spectra were
recorded on a JEOL JMS SX/SX102A four sector mass spectrometer;
for FAB-MS 3-nitrobenzyl alcohol was used as a matrix. Cold-spray
ESI-MS measurements were performed on JEOL AccuTOFLC-plus
JMS-T100LP spectrometer. Cyclic voltammetry measurements were
performed in THF containing [(nBu)4 n]F6 (0.1 m) at room temperature under a nitrogen atmosphere, using an Autolab PGSTAT302N
potentiostat, a three-electrode cell containing a platinum disk
working electrode (r = 0.029 cm), a platinum coil counter electrode
and a silver wire reference electrode. All redox potentials are referenced to Fc + /0 added as an internal standard. Spectro-electrochemical IR (SEC-IR) experiments were performed with an optically transparent thin-layer electrochemical (OTTLE) cell, developed in house
(design: F. Hartl). Digital simulations of the cyclic voltammetry data
were carried out using DigiElch8.FD software.[15] See Supporting Information for synthetic procedures and characterisation data of
complex 5 and [9](PF6).
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